
Spelling Lesson 5 – Stormalong 

wait  Sentence: I wait eagerly for my new bike to arrive. Definition: to anticipate or expect something to 
happen 

weight  Sentence: I saw my weight when I stood on the scale. Definition: how heavy something is 

heard  Sentence: She heard the doorbell ring.  Definition: perceived a noise or sound with the ear 

herd  Sentence: A large herd of cows grazed in the field. Definition: a large collection of animals 

days  Sentence: There are seven days in a week. Definition: units of time equal to twenty-four hours 

daze  Sentence: I was in a daze and couldn't think straight. Definition: a confused state 

heel  Sentence: The back of my shoe rubbed my heel raw. Definition: the back of the foot, end of a loaf of 
bread 

heal  Sentence: The bandage helped the cut heal sooner. Definition: to recover from illness or injury 

peak   Sentence: We hiked to the top of the mountain peak. Definition: pointed top of a mountain, highest 
point  

peek   Sentence: I took a quick peek inside the surprise bag. Definition: a quick or furtive look  

sent  Sentence: My grandmother sent me a letter in the mail. Definition: caused to go or be conveyed  

cent  Sentence: My sister put every cent in her piggy bank. Definition: an amount worth one hundredth of a 
dollar 

scent  Sentence: The dog sniffed the scent to find the bone. Definition: a faint chemical smell or odor  

feet  Sentence: She has five toes on each of her feet. Definition: the body parts one uses to walk  

feat  Sentence: Accomplishing my goal is a great feat! Definition: an accomplishment or achievement  

vain  Sentence: The vain man loves to look in the mirror. Definition: being arrogant about appearance  

vane  Sentence: My weather vane indicates wind direction. Definition: revolving instrument showing wind 
direction 

vein  Sentence: The nurse drew blood from a vein in my arm. Definition: a blood vessel; branch or channel in 
something  

miner  Sentence: The miner dug for coal underground. Definition: a person who digs for ore or minerals  

minor  Sentence: The small chip was only minor damage. Definition: small, of only slight importance  


